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It’s taken less than a day for the Morrison Government to backflip on its commitment to natural disaster resilience,
with the Prime Minister snubbing vital recommendations from a Black Summer bushfire Senate inquiry.

10 May 2021
ALAN HAYES
 
THE Black Summer Bushfires of 2019-20 are still clear in the minds of Central Coast citizens and it's a bushfire season that will
be long remembered. The Coast did not go unscathed as the NSW went up in flames; fires roared toward Mangrove Mountain
engulfing everything in their path and residents remain vigilant, expecting the worse, but its spread was controlled. In the
suburbs, bushland adjacent to the Blue Haven burst into flames and quickly spread, destroying one home and damaging three
others.
 
Coasties also remember scenes on television of an ambivalent Prime Minister, more interested in pressing the flesh of fire victims
than coming to terms with the fact that many rural fire services were grossly under equiped. Coasties also remember Scott
Morrison's earlier promise in the 2019 to implement a $4 billion Emergency Response Fund (ERF)to deal with natural disaster
recovery and mitigation - a fund that would spend $200 million each financial year.
 
So, how much has spent as promised? Not a cent! Since the announcement was made, not a single flood levee, cyclone shelter,
or fire break has been funded and not a single dollar has been given to disaster victims from this fund. In fact, the fund has
earned more in interest than it has spent protecting Australians from natural disasters. It has earned the Government nearly $400
million in interest over two years, while sitting in its bank account.
 
Yet, despite Mr Morrison's Government doing absolutely nothing as promised, in a televised speech last Wednesday (5 May),
Scott Morrison declared that he was “determined to keep Australians safe and support the recovery of communities and regions
right across Australia”.
 
By the following day the Morrison Government was back to its old tricks, quietly refusing to support three quarters of the
recommendations put forward by the Senate inquiry into the 2019-20 bushfire season.
 
This pitiful response to the interim report a whopping seven months after the report was presented to the Government shows that
this Government is more interested in flashy announcements than making sure money hits the ground.
 
Of the 13 recommendations put forward by the inquiry to improve the response to and recovery from natural disasters, the
Government refused to support nine, including:
 

 
It is disgraceful that the Government has ignored three quarters of the recommendations put forward by the inquiry, which were
proposed following extensive consultation with Government agencies, not-for-profits working in bushfire communities, the
insurance industry, firefighters, emergency service workers, victims and survivors.
 
Just last week, the Senate inquiry was in the Blue Mountains in New South Wales, hearing from locals that recovery funding has
been extremely difficult to access and the community is still struggling.
 
It’s clear Scott Morrison loves an announcement. But with the federal Budget tomorrow, it’s time for him to show that he will
actually support bushfire communities.

Implementing monthly reporting requirements for state and local governments and non-government organisations that have
received funding from the Morrison Government’s National Bushfire Recovery Agency to ensure that recovery funding is
actually getting into communities;

•

Developing a business case to establish a sovereign aerial firefighting fleet, a key recommendation of the Royal
Commission into National Natural Disaster Arrangements;

•

Reviewing, with the view to increase, the Disaster Recovery Payment and Disaster Recovery Allowance so bushfire victims
aren’t scrambling to pay for food and accommodation;

•

Reversing cuts to the ABC, Australia’s national emergency broadcaster during natural disasters; and•
*Telehealth initiatives that were announced on a temporary basis to support victims suffering from mental health issues
following the bushfires.

•

Morrison's empty bushfire promises exposed
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